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NEW HORIZONS IN SCIENCE

'Cornell is a strange place,' provost tells science writers
Scientists and public-information spe-

cialists from America's largest centrally iso-
lated research university, Cornell, spent the
week as hosts to 140 journalists who came
to Ithaca for a series of lectures, tours and
banquets as part of the 27th annual New
Horizons in Science briefing of the Council
for the Advancement of Science Writing.

"Cornell is a strange place," Senior Pro-
vost Robert Barker acknowledged in his
Monday morning welcoming address to the
science journalists. Drawing their attention
to two locally popular bumper stickers —
proclaiming that "Ithaca is Gorges" and that
it is "centrally isolated" — Barker said the
university combines big science and a little

town. "We grow our own apples and we
make our own quarks."

The provost said this "university of ex-
tremes" produces temperatures of 10 mil-
lion degrees in the Plasma Studies Labora-
tory and less than a degree above absolute
zero in the Microkelvin Laboratory. "It is
also one of two universities where the pro-
vost drives a pickup truck," Barker added.

"Society has a great need for the services
you provide," Barker told the science writ-
ers, most of whom work for newspapers,
magazines and radio stations around the
country. "Society is not able to digest the
output of science very well; if it were not
for people like you, society could not digest

it at alL"
Ben Patrusky, executive director of the

Council for the Advancement of Science
Writing, said that the total attendance of 140
at the four-day briefing was a record for the
organization and a surprise to the organiz-
ers. When Cornell was proposed as a venue
for the annual briefing, Patrusky noted,
"Several council members said, "Who
would go to Ithaca?' "

The council's executive director credited
the large turnout to the public's and the
news media's increasing receptivity to sci-
ence information; to the fact that it is harder
than ever for journalists to get the full,
eclectic sweep of science; and to Cornell

being "a fabulous hotbed of science."
Students in the Department of Communi-

cation's science journalism course covered
the Nov. 6 sessions of the briefing with the
assignment of writing stories that were cri-
tiqued the next day by the managing editor
of Science News magazine. Four students
in the science-communication concentration
were matched up with science writers and
public information specialists to learn how
journalists do their jobs.

The meeting received funding support
from International Business Machines
Corp., Eastman Kodak Co., Monsanto Co.
and the National Science Foundation.

—Roger Segelken

Eisner urges searching nature
for new medicines, chemicals

Endangered species and ecosystems
could be preserved and poor countries could
profit if Third World nations, corporations
and universities joined to search for useful
new chemicals before the plants and ani-
mals containing them become extinct, ac-
cording to Cornell scientist Thomas Eisner.

He advocated "chemical prospecting" —
systematically searching nature for undis-
covered medicines, food chemicals and
other compounds — to help the economies
of Third World countries where many new
chemicals are likely to be found.

Speaking Nov. 6 at the New Horizons in
Science Briefing of the Council for the Ad-
vancement of Science Writing here, Eisner,
the Jacob Gould Schurman Professor of Bi-
ology, outlined a plan that would return
profits from the commercialization of na-
ture-derived chemicals to cooperating coun-
tries that set up screening laboratories.

As examples of profitable natural com-
pounds, Eisner cited such recently devel-
oped "miracle drugs" as vincristine, the
anticancer treatment isolated from the Ma-
dagascar periwinkle; cyclosporin, the im-
munosuppressant used to prevent organ re-
jection in surgical transplants that came
from a Norwegian fungus; and invermectin,
the drug now used to treat river blindness
that was derived from a Japanese bacterium.

"We're not just talking about drugs, ei-
ther. We may find better pesticides, natural
food flavorings, more healthful cooking
oils, even perfume components," said the
biologist, who is a pioneer in the field of
chemical ecology.

The greatest variety of plants, animals
and natural chemicals is found in tropical
areas — the same impoverished, debt-rid-
den countries where short-sighted notions of
progress such as burning the rain forests are
obliterating natural habitats, Eisner told the
science writers.

"We are beginning to grasp that extinc-
tion is indeed forever. Species are disap-
pearing faster than evolution can regenerate
them. But we have yet to comprehend what

we lose when species disappear," said
Eisner in an interview before the meeting.
"The loss of a species means the loss of
chemicals that are unlikely to be invented
independently in the most sophisticated of
laboratories."

Chemical prospecting would begin at
screening laboratories set up where the
plants and animals live, the Cornell biolo-
gist suggested. Rather than test chemicals at
random, the field scientists would look for
"biological activity" as a sign that com-
pounds developed by the organisms have
some unusual effect on others.

"When you see berries being selectively
consumed by one kind of bird, when you
see one plant overrun by fungi and another
not affected, that tells you something about
the chemical defenses and counterploys that
have evolved," Eisner said. "Then you de-
termine which chemical is causing the bio-
logical activity."

Some of the field tests could be rather
low-tech, the biologist said. One test for
potential insect repellents, for example, in-
volves repeatedly scratching a headless, liv-
ing cockroach with different plant materials
to see which ones irritate the bug.

Compounds selected for further testing
would be sent to the analytical laboratories
of pharmaceutical and chemical companies,
which have the facilities and expertise to
synthesize useful materials, improve them
or produce chemical analogues. Another
approach would take the genes that code for
production of the chemical in the tropical
plants or animals and use them to produce
the material in other organisms, Eisner said.

"Chemical prospecting is not invasive,"
he said. "You don't harvest the species to
extinction. You take enough to know what
you have, and then comes the synthesizing
effort"

Exploration rights would be sold to com-
panies by individual countries, perhaps on a
profit-sharing basis, according to Eisner.
Those payments would reward conservation
of natural resources rather than their de-

Charles Harrington
Professor Thomas Eisner (left) speaks with science writers (from left): John
Burgeson, Bridgeport (Conn.) Post-Telegram; Leonard Zahn, freelance writer;
Larry Sanata, Shaton (Pa.) Herald; and Charles Petit, San Francisco Chronicle.

struction.
Debtor nations would have the chance to

convert part of their indebtedness to local-
currency investments by establishing and
staffing the local screening laboratories.
And the screening effort would provide em-
ployment for Third'World scientists, thus
helping to halt the "brain drain," he sug-
gested. "Developing a scientific infrastruc-
ture can only have positive effects."

Eisner said he sees roles for philan-
thropic foundations and universities in train-
ing Third World scientists in the art of
chemical prospecting. Scientists who would
lead the search for plants and animals that
exhibit biological activity probably would
come from universities, at least at first, he
added.

National governments and multinational
corporations would have to be convinced
that chemical prospecting is in their mutual,
long-term interests, the biologist said.

"It would set an extremely valuable

precedent if industry were to lead the way in
recognizing that the mere custodianship of
the natural chemical treasury requires finan-
cial commitment," Eisner said. He pointed
to the government of one country, Costa
Rica, which has set aside one-fourth of its
land for conservation and is attempting an
inventory of biological resources. That in-
ventory should be expanded to chemical re-
sources, as well, and other countries should
emulate Costa Rica, he said.

"Conservation takes money, and where
conservation is most needed there is no
money," Eisner said. "At the same time,
hundreds of thousands of useful compounds
are waiting to be discovered. Chemical
prospecting is the answer."

Eisner will discuss his proposal for
chemical prospecting in a seminar spon-
sored by the Program on Science, Technol-
ogy and Society at 12:15 p.m. on Tuesday,
Nov. 14, in 701 Clark Hall.

— Roger Segelken

Animals use cost-benefit analyses to survive, biologist reports
The more closely sociobiologists exam-

ine complex social interactions among ani-
mals, the more evidence they find that ani-
mals engage in "adaptive decision making,"
according to biologist Stephen T. Emlen.

"We can now look at highly variable be-
haviors, where an individual organism has a
choice of several possible actions available
to it, and use adaptive reasoning to predict
which behavior the animal will adopt under
which social circumstances," Emlen said.
"This is very different from the approach
employed 15 years ago when the discipline
of sociobiology originated. At that time,
much of animal behavior was being inter-
preted in terms of fixed stimulus-response
patterns, and highly variable behaviors were
seen by some as resisting evolutionary inter-
pretation."

In a talk delivered to the Council for the
Advancement of Science Writing's New
Horizons in Science Briefing, Emlen said
that popular articles on sociobiology helped
to perpetuate an early, mistaken notion that
sociobiology — the study of the adaptive
significance of social behaviors — claimed
a rigid, deterministic, genetic basis for every
kind of behavior.

"Sociobiologists are finding that individ-

ual organisms can 'turn on' or 'turn off be-
haviors such as territoriality, parental be-
havior and helping one another, and appear
to do so according to changing costs and
benefits of the particular situation," said
Emlen, a professor of animal behavior.
"Selection seems to have fine-tuned the as-
sessment capability that enables the animal
to switch on and switch off the expression
of behavior under the adaptively appropriate
circumstances."

Natural selection has produced animals

that are genetically predisposed to make
choices that almost always benefit them-
selves and their kin, a fact that sociobiolo-
gists have come to appreciate by adopting
economic models of decision making, Em-
len said.

"Economists measure various costs and
benefits that accrue to humans when they
engage in different behaviors, the effects on
wealth or power or some other culturally
derived payoff," he added. "Sociobiologists
who study animals now measure the impact

of behaviors on survival and reproduction,
the currency of classic Darwinian fitness.
We are rinding that animals — without any
state of rationality or consciousness that we
know of— act as though they are assessing
their options and usually 'choose' the alter-
native that nnnrimi7P.s their fitness."

"We have discarded the old approach of
thinking that territorial behavior per se is
the key thing being selected for," Emlen
said.

—Roger Segelken
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then we have to do a lot more serious sci-
ence reportage," he said.

There are few science pages in newspa-
pers but most newspapers carry horoscopes,
Sagan noted. To tip the scales out of astrol-
ogy's favor, he pointed to the efforts of the
Committee for Scientific Investigation of
Claims of the Paranormal, a "ripsnorting,
radical organization I belong to, real-life
ghostbusters." The organization asked
newspapers either to omit running horo-
scopes or at least to print a cautionary note

denying endorsement of such starry sooth-
saying and explaining that they are pub-
lished for entertainment only.

"This was a Ma and Pa effort to combat
sleazy pseudoscience, yet only three papers
adopted our useful suggestion," Sagan re-
called. "This pervasiveness of horoscopes
around the nation only encourages the an-
tithesis of scientific thinking, yet nobody
recognizes this as a problem."

Astrology "shares with racism and sex-
ism-the idea that you can divide the human

community into a few slots and think you
know them — it's egregious, it's dreadful
and it's out of date," Sagan said.

Although Sagan told the group that he
does see an overall, long-term decline in
"magical thinking," he emphasized that
skepticism must become more mainstream
and that the scientific approach — not the
opinions of famous, beloved scientists — be
used regularly to seek the truth and form
public policy.

—Susan S.Lang


